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Zeroing in on the “heaviness” effect

I Basic facts:
. Heaviness is frequently invoked to explain grammatical output that
deviates from canonical behavior (e.g. Heavy NP-shift, etc.)

. Heaviness results in both gradient and categorical patterns
I Current approach:

. Heaviness is measured by the number of prosodic units
(e.g. prosodic words of some minimum prominence)

. Explanation: Heavy phrases cause bad alignment with prosody

. To account for heaviness we need a rule-based derivational component
and a comparison-based evaluation component

Relative clause extraposition

I Heaviness of a relative clause makes extraposition more acceptable:

(1) a. People [who sing] are cool.
b. People are cool [who sing].
c. People [who sing about the paradise city where the grass

is green and the girls are pretty] are cool.
d. People are cool [who sing about the paradise city where

the grass is green and the girls are pretty].

I Methodology of corpus study:
. 1367 tokens of relative clauses
from IcePaHC (Wallenberg et
al. 2011) and 8252 tokens from
PPCEME (Kroch et al. 2004).

. Clauses coded for word count
I Findings:

. Gradience: Heaviness makes
extraposition more likely

. Rules out binary variables like
new vs. old or fixed length

. Compatible with Shih and
Grafmiller (2011) who found
word count and number of
syntactic nodes to be good
predictors of heaviness effects
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I Phrase complexity (syntax or information) incorrectly predicts that long
but simple phrases behave like light ones:

(2) a. People [who sing lalalalalalalalalalalalalala] are cool.
b. People are cool [who sing lalalalalalalalalalalalalala].

I However, phonology can parse (2) into prosodic words

Auxiliary contraction

I Methodology of corpus study:
. 938 tokens of has, is, will from Switchboard (Godfrey et al. 1992)
. Is/has coded as “contracted” when forming a single syllable with their
host (e.g. Pat’s)

. Will coded as “contracted” when surfacing as syllabic l (e.g. Pat’ll)
(see MacKenzie, 2011)

I Findings:
. Heaviness of a subject makes auxiliary contraction less likely:

(3) Contraction of 1-phrase subjects:
a. 1 wd: Atlanta {is/’s} a good city. (58% ’s)
b. 2 wd: My husband {is/’s} a little more inclined. . . (28% ’s)
c. 3 wd: The average American {is/’s} probably. . . (22% ’s)

(4) Contraction of 3-syllable subjects:
a. 1 wd: Chicago {is/’s} playing. . . (65% ’s)
b. 2 wd: The weather {is/’s} perfect. (32% ’s)
c. 3 wd: Most of it {is/’s} good. (27% ’s)

. Contraction doesn’t occur after a subject of more than 8 words:
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I Implications:
. Contraction is typically represented as variable host–auxiliary adjunction
conditioning insertion of a contracted allomorph (e.g. Kaisse 1983)

. Making adjunction sensitive to the precise number of words in a
subject implies that allomorphic alternations can count as high as 8. . .

. . . . but categorical alternations that count that high are unheard of.
→ Is the 8-word constraint instead the purview of a different system?

Outlining a grammatical architecture

I Proposal:
. Derivation is needed for locality effects (Embick 2010)
. Comparison arbitrates the structure of variable choices

I Rank-Ordering Model of Eval (ROE) (Coetzee 2004, 2006):

(5) Decisions below (thick line) cut-off = relative well-formedness:
Input Cnstrnt1 Cnstrnt2 Cnstrnt3

1 candidate 1 *
2 candidate 2 *
candidate 3 *!

(6) Subject is 9 words (categorical cut-off):
9sbj + aux *HvyC-9 *HvyC-8 Contr *Contr
full form *

contraction *! * *

I Extending ROE to cross-input comparison:
. Cross-input comparison based on competition with best alternative
. Implemented here as a minor extension to ROE instead of resorting to
weighted constraints (like Pater 2007; Coetzee 2010)

. Relative Ranking Span of two wins ranks relative sizes of two effects
I Ranking Span of a win in Extended ROE:

. The span between the rank of the highest ranked constraint that favors
the winner and the rank of the highest ranked constraint that favors
the best alternative (highlighted):

(7) Subject is 7 words:
7sbj + aux *HvyC-8 *HvyC-7 Contr *Contr

1 full form *
2 contraction * *

(8) Subject is 8 words:
8sbj + aux *HvyC-8 *HvyC-7 Contr *Contr

1 full form *
2 contraction * * *
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